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For Hollywood, inner beauty is still skin deep
BY

Z ACHARY P INCUS- R OTH

V

ail Reese is the world expert on movie charac
ters’ skin conditions. The San Francisco der
matologist can tell you anything you want to
know about scars, birthmarks, tattoos, Jon
Hamm’s vitiligo and the Austin Powers ad
versary Fat Bastard’s extra nipples, a spoof of the same
condition on Christopher Lee’s assassin in “The Man With
the Golden Gun.” ¶ For two decades, Reese’s website, Ski
nema, has chronicled these abnormalities, which, he ar
gues, too often appear on villains. For instance, in the
movie “Grease,” he writes, “Pretty boy Travolta . . . musi
cally drag races . . . the extensively acnescarred ‘Crater
face.’ ” ¶ Reese sees how such conventions affect his own
patients. “It’s not just, ‘Am I going to look pretty?’ ” he
says. “It’s, ‘Are people going to judge me?’ ”
His work is a peek into how
Hollywood equates classical
beauty with virtue, from Disney
romances to James Bond bad guys
to comedians making fun of Stephen Bannon’s face. Despite some
progress, movies and TV still lazily perpetuate a notion we no longer believe: that looks correlate
with character. When many in
Hollywood are fighting for greater diversity and against stereotypes of all kinds, should that fight
include types of bodies and faces?
“It’s overdue,” says Nancy Etcoff, an assistant clinical professor
at Harvard Medical School who
wrote the 1999 book “Survival of
the Prettiest.”
“Hollywood could do a lot to
move us in a direction to widen
our empathy and widen our notion of what is beautiful.”
A recent study in JAMA Dermatology found that six of the American Film Institute’s top-10 villains
of all time have dermatologic issues, from Hannibal Lecter’s androgenic alopecia (hair loss) to the
Wicked Witch of the West’s verruca vulgaris (wart). “Unfairly targeting dermatologic minorities
may contribute to a tendency
toward prejudice,” the study says.
Reese points out that good
characters turn evil after they get
blemishes, like Two-Face, the district attorney who becomes a “Batman Forever” nemesis after an
acid attack. Sure, scars can cause

people to feel alienated, the doctor
says, but “I’ve never met the serial
killer who said, ‘I didn’t want to
kill anybody but because I got this
bad skin rash. . .’ ”
“Beauty equals good” is an
age-old trope in entertainment,
points out Doris Bazzini, a professor of social psychology at
Appalachian State University. In
a 1999 study she co-authored, a
panel watched 20 of the topgrossing movies in each decade
from 1940 to 1989, rating characters by attractiveness and other
traits. They found that the
stereotype held true across all
decades and genres. She discovered the same thing in a 2010
study on human characters in 21
Disney animated movies.
“Attractive characters displayed higher intelligence, lower
aggressiveness and greater moral virtue,” the study said. Even
animal characters show similar
patterns, Bazzini points out: The
villain in “The Lion King” is literally named Scar and has one
across his eye. “Evil as plain as
the scar on his face,” says one
song in “The Lion King II.”
Albino characters have been a
big concern for Reese — in 2006,
an advocacy organization counted
68 albino villains since 1960.
“A movie like ‘The Da Vinci
Code’ would come out and [albino] kids in high school would get
comments and stares and occa-
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Hollywood villains are often shown as physically disfigured. William Hurt’s duplicitous character in “Goliath” has a face lined with scars.

sionally violence,” Reese says, referring to the film’s albino character, played by Paul Bettany.
Reese does acknowledge that it
has improved. The sympathetic
Deadpool (played by Ryan Reynolds) has severe scarring under his
mask, for instance.
Still, stereotypes persist. Christoph Waltz as Blofeld in “Spectre”
and Adam Driver as Kylo Ren in
“Star Wars: The Force Awakens”
get scars — each perpetuating conditions from villains earlier in the
series (unhelmeted Darth Vader
and the earlier Blofeld, a model for
Dr. Evil). In “Beauty and the Beast”
— even leaving the premise aside
— Reese spotted a scar on one of
the wolves chasing Belle. “It just
was like, ‘Okay, were we not afraid
of these wolves already?’ ”
In the TV show “Goliath,” William Hurt’s character has scarring
across the side of his face, and
although the show calls out the
stigma, “he’s a monster,” Reese

says. “He arranges murders, he’s
duplicitous, he’s dishonest. So
they’re trying to have it both ways.”
The trope finds its way into
comedy, where political cartoons
exaggerate a nose, chin or mouth
to imply someone is silly or sinister. And late-night comedians
poke fun of their targets’ looks all
the time. As Seth Meyers said
recently, “Pollen, thanks to you, I
am so stuffed up, my face feels
the way Steve Bannon’s face
looks.” President Trump’s skin
tone has prompted many variations on the insult “Cheeto.”
But Trump reportedly takes
medication for rosacea, a condition marked by redness that affects 16 million Americans. Such
jokes aren’t just targeted at politicians — they imply a broader attitude about what faces mean.
Shouldn’t we avoid spreading the
stigma of any perceived appearance quirk, regardless of how detestable that person may be?

Heightening the issue is how,
as Etcoff writes, “beauty conveys
modest but real social and economic advantages.” Attractive
people have been found to get
better wages and shorter prison
sentences, for instance. In one of
Bazzini’s
studies,
subjects
watched movies with different
levels of the “beauty is good”
trope and then rated job applicants. “People who had just
watched strongly biased movies
were more likely to use attractiveness in their judgment of an
applicant,” she says.
Some might argue that Hollywood is a business — let them put
the pretty people on screen and
let the people pay to see them.
Our preference for classical
beauty is to some extent socially
influenced, but it’s also hardwired, dating to when clear skin
meant no parasites, for instance.
But Etcoff compares this attitude
to our desire for fast food —

another remnant of evolution
that’s unhealthy.
Hollywood activism on this issue could be impractical, and it
might appear ridiculous, even
dangerous, to try to relate it to
gender and race, which are deeper
aspects of identity.
Still, Etcoff argues, all types of
diversity on-screen should be part
of the same fight.
“It does come back to . . . where
am I in this culture? Why does no
one [on screen] look like me? Is it
because I’m short? Because I’m
above average weight? Because of
my skin tone? Maybe I have some
sort of disability. It makes it feel
like those [traits] are being hidden in some way, or devalued,”
she says.
“There are a lot of people who
are interesting and fun and moving to look at who are not there. All
people in some ways should be
visible.”
zachary.pincusroth@washpost.com
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Two thrilling programs of

JFK Centennial Week

Balanchine, Peck,
ratmansky & Wheeldon
Casting available at kennedy-center.org

MAy 23–29, 2017

Daniel Ulbricht with Ensemble in Rodeo: Four Dance Episodes, photo by Paul Kolnik

Celebrate our namesake’s 100th birthday with a week of inspiring
performances given in President Kennedy’s honor.

Rebirth of a Nation
By Paul d. Miller a.k.a. dJ Spooky
DJ Spooky’s multimedia reimagining of the infamously racist 1915
silent film, The Birth of a Nation, examines how “…exploitation and
political corruption still haunt the world to this day, but in radically
different forms.”
May 23 at 8 p.m. | Eisenhower Theater

Kennedy Center Open House:
Celebrating JFK at 100
In celebration of our namesake’s 100th birthday, and a nod to
Jackie Kennedy’s famous 1962 televised tour of the White House
to make it more accessible and inviting to all, we open our doors
to yOU with a daylong celebration featuring dozens of FREE
performances and activities for the entire family!
May 27 at noon–10 p.m. | Throughout the campus

JFK Centennial Celebration
One hundred years after the birth of our namesake, be part of a
special evening of readings, performances, and rare video footage.
Don’t miss appearances by Finn Wittrock, Tiler Peck, Joaquín De
Luz, Taylor Mac, Renée Fleming, Jason Moran, cast members from
Broadway’s Sunday in the Park with George, and more.
May 29 at 4 p.m. | Opera House
For more information and a complete list of events including the
return of the Kennedy Center’s FREE Open House, visit JFKC.org

Christoph Eschenbach, conductor
golda Schultz, soprano
Nathalie Stutzmann, contralto
The Washington Chorus
Julian Wachner, music director
Stutzmann

Symphony No. 2

June 1 & 3 | Concert Hall

COMING SOON

“A whirlwind of exhilaration... is any
other ballet company as fit and athletic
as this one?”—The Washington Post

Tchaikovsky’s First Piano Concerto
rachmaninoff’s Third Symphony
Edo de Waart, conductor
Alice Sara Ott, piano

June 6–11, 2017
Opera House

with the New york City Ballet Orchestra

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
KENNEdy-CENTEr.Org | (202) 467-4600
Tickets also available at the Box Office. Groups call (202) 416-8400.
For all other ticket-related customer service inquiries, call the Advance Sales Box Office at (202) 416-8540.

Mahler’s
Second Symphony

Mahler

The Hubble Cantata
A Live Virtual reality Performance
The hour-long, space-inspired cantata pushes the boundaries
of art and science as it takes audiences on a journey of wonder
and exploration. It features opera stars Nathan Gunn and Talise
Trevigne, a 20-piece instrumental ensemble, a 100-person choir
from The Washington Chorus, and a cutting-edge virtual reality film.
May 25 at 7:30 p.m. | Concert Hall

Christoph Eschenbach conducts

M. Bates
Tchaikovsky
rachmaninoff

Garages of the Valley
Piano Concerto No. 1
Symphony No. 3

June 8–10 | Concert Hall
Ott
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